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Figure 2. Left Panel. Distribution of clusters in the P1.4 − L500 plan
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(magenta arrows). Best-fit relations to giant RHs only (black lines) an
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Modeling diffuse radio sources in clusters
Relativistic electron population
(γmin, γmax, αinjection)

Magnetic field model
(<B>0, <B>(r), |Bk|2∝k-n, Λmin & Λmax with Λ ∝1/k)

Equipartition → Emissivity → Brightness
↓
2.4 × 1025 W/Hz @ 1400 MHz
3.2 × 1026 W/Hz @120 MHz
1.3 × 1027 W/Hz @ 30 MHz

Faraday tool
Courtesy: F. Govoni & M. Murgia

(Murgia+ 04)
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Some estimates of what we can get
Planck Collaboration: Planck catalogue of Sunyaev–Zeldovich sources

SKA1 - SUR Survey & Deep
(1.3 uJy/b & 188 nJy/b @ 5 arcsec res)

Planck

eROSITA
Planck coll. 13 (paper XXIX)
+ LX vs. M from REXCESS
(Piffaretti+ 11 & refs. therein)

Fig. 29: Left panel: distribution in the M–z plane of the Planck clusters (filled circles) compared with the SPT clusters (open light red
circles) from Reichardt et al. (2013) and ACT catalogue (open red squares) from Hasselfield et al. (2013). Right panel: distribution
in the M–z plane of the Planck clusters (black symbols) as compared to the clusters from the REFLEX catalogue (green open circles)
Böhringer et al. (2004). The black crosses indicate the Planck clusters in the REFLEXeROSITA
area. Theall-sky
open blue
squares
represent clusters
survey
detection
from the MCXC catalogue with redshifts above z = 0.5. The green solid line shows the REFLEX
limit whereas the black
limit fordetection
~4 keV clusters
solid line shows the Planck mass limit for the medium-deep survey zone at 20% completeness.

(courtesy: T. Reiprich)
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Some estimates of what we can get
SKA1 - SUR Survey & Deep
(1.3 uJy/b & 188 nJy/b @ 5 arcsec res)
Halos with R = 0.5 Mpc

Planck

Halos with R(LX) (Cassano+ 06)

eROSITA

Taking into account (1+z)-4 factor
for IC energy losses
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Fig. 5 Distribution of knownFigure 2. Left Panel. Distribution of clusters in the P1.4 − L500 plane. Rig
clusters with radio halos as a In both panels diﬀerent symbols indicate: halos belonging to the EGRHS (b
halos with very steep spectra (USSRH, green asterisks); A1995 and Bullet clu
function of redshift

(magenta arrows). Best-fit relations to giant RHs only (black lines) and to a
The 95% confidence regions of the best-fit relations obtained for giant RHs on

SKA1 - SUR Survey & Deep & Rhalo(LX)
(1.3 uJy/b & 188 nJy/b @ 5 arcsec res)

It is well known that the radio luminosity of halos at
1.4 GHz scales with the X-ray luminosity of the hosting clusters (e.g., Liang et al. 2000; Feretti 2000, 2003;
Enßlin & Röttgering 2002; Cassano et al. 2006; Brunetti
et al. 2009; Giovannini et al. 2009). This correlation has
been used to claim that a correlation should exist also
between the radio power and the virial mass of the host
cluster (e.g., Cassano et al. 2006). Deep upper limits to
the radio flux density of clusters with no RH emission at
610 MHz, which were a factor of ∼ 3÷20 below the correlation, were obtained from the GRHS and its extensions
allowing to validate the correlation itself and to discover
the radio bimodality (e.g., Brunetti et al. 2007).
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Some estimates of what we can get

SKA1 - SUR Survey & Deep & R=0.5 Mpc
(1.3 uJy/b & 188 nJy/b @ 5 arcsec & 15 arcsec res)

Some estimates of what we can get

SKA1 - SUR Survey & Deep & R=0.5 Mpc
(1.3 uJy/b & 188 nJy/b @ 5 arcsec & 15 arcsec res)

Which clusters host Mpc-scale radio sources?
Russell+ 11
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Importance of a Southern survey:
follow-up with ESO facilities
Ferrari+ 06a

Sub-structures in the X-ray and
optical surface densities
(Ferrari+ 05; Ferrari+ 06)

Non-gaussian radial velocity
ICM temperature distribution &
iso-intesity contours

distribution of cluster galaxies
(e.g. Ferrari+ 03)
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SKA observation simulations ?

OSKAR2 simulations:
need of good deconvolution algorithms !

Courtesy: A. Gauci & K. Zarb Adami

Deconvolution methods
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Courtesy: A. Dabbech
ASKAP PSF - Courtesy: M. Whiting

Conclusions
Ferrari+ 06a

what kind of survey parameters would be needed to search for extended
emission from halos and relics, i.e. depth, area, resolution/sensitivity to
extended structure ?
would you prefer a blind or targetted survey ?
do you have a preference between SKA1_MID or SKA1_SUR ?

Notes:
Bmin ~ 30 m → we won’t be able to detect halos/relics @z<0.05
interesting on-going EMU-POSSUM discussion about how we will measure
spectral indexes across wide bands (in particular for extended sources)

Good recovery of the faint and extended
component !

Courtesy: A. Dabbech
ASKAP PSF - Courtesy: M. Whiting

